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1.  Once a person has adopted a full out loyalty to a hero: (whether a celebrity, 

a sports star, entrepreneur, comedian) how hard is it to talk them out of it? 

What usually happens for that kind of ‘fan’ mentality to finally diminish? Do you 

have any memories of this kind of devotion? 

 

2.  In chapter 3 verse 5, Apollos and Paul are called ‘only servants’. How many 

places can you think of in the New Testament that use the idea of ‘servants’ to 

describe the work of authority or leadership? If in a group, pool your knowledge 

– how many examples can you find? 

 

3.  In chapter 3 verse 9, verses 16 & 17, and verse 22 – Paul uses words that 

show the church to be very important in their own right. There’s a contrast 

between leaders who aren’t 'anything’ (v7) and the actual church that really is 

special (v23). How do you think this can help bring down the temperature of 

their divided loyalties? 

 

4.  Practical: can you think of some practical ways that we could keep ourselves 

from rivalries based on some sort of Christian theme or Christian personalities? 

If what we do in the culture, is coming into the church – how can we do the 

opposite and live differently even in the culture? What are some tools, some 

habits, some ideas we can apply (in our parenting, our conversations with 

friends, our free time) that might help create new habits? 

 

5.  Personal: In verse 7 “Neither he who plants nor he who waters is 

anything,….” is there any way (down deeply) you are wanting to ‘be something’ 

in the sight of others? How can we make sure any ambition we have to be 

faithful, isn’t tainted by a desire to have others think we are great? 

 

 

 

 


